Governments

That something BIG must be done by the world on behalf of all people, I am not a prophet. But you can call me the prophet of plowshares. I know of no other way to make the world safe for democracy than by peaceful means, with plowshares and swords, with plowshares and plowshares.

Big Victory in Butte

In Butte, Montana, the victory was decisive. The miners, organized and supported by the miners' union, had won their demand for a raise in wages. This was a significant victory for the miners and a setback for the employers. It was a clear example of how团结的力量 can overcome the power of the ruling class.

Send Election Returns

Election returns are crucial to the democratic process. They ensure that the voices of the people are heard, that the elected officials represent the will of the electorate. Without accurate and timely returns, democracy loses its strength.

Mother Jones and John Kenneth Turner

In the early 20th century, Mother Jones and John Kenneth Turner were leaders in the labor movement. Their struggle for workers' rights and social justice continues to inspire us today.

Central States, Attention!

Residents of Missouri, Indiana, Pennsylvania, Kansas, Ohio, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Arkansas: Every newsdealer in these states will be sending your names to the Capital Government on Monday, April 15th. Please be on the lookout for your name on the list. This is a critical moment in our fight for the people's rights.

We of the Appeal are prepared for the handling of this situation. It is THE BIG THING. It is going to test the mettle of the Turner article—THE DEATH KNOCK OF GOVERNMENT. CAPITAL WILL BE SLUMED, CAPTIVETHO' DEFECTIVE, PUBLIC AFFAIRS, AND DEFECTIVE BODIES. THE STORY WILL MEASURE OF PUBLICITY SO THAT EVEN THE TIMESTAMP WILL BE LOST.

- We of the Appeal
Upton Sinclair's great serial story, "The Millenium," will begin in next week's issue of the Appeal's 8-page Newsstand edition. This novel has for its plot a world without workingmen. It is absorbingly interesting and full of delightful and entertaining good fiction. Be sure to read the opening chapters. The first installment will appear in the next issue of the Appeal's newsstand edition. Insist on your newsdealer supplying you with that paper.

Appell to Reason, Girard, Kansas

Wants fake sentiment.

Western Union Orders Collection of Opinions with Respect to the Scientists. Congress orders the scientists in the United States to report to the government on their work. The government has not been able to control the scientists in the past, and it is expected that this order will be a great step forward. The scientists are not pleased with the government's action, but they are expected to submit their reports in good faith.

Judges on the next front.

Let no hard-hearted Henry Duhke think he will go quietly to the front to meet his fate. Have an Appeal of aye always in your pocket when you are not a peace seeker. The Appeal has a hard Yakima prize that is better than the one you have now. Make your own appeal and hold the best position in the city. You can do it.

Force juvenile reform.

Columbia Benefits from Revolt. The city of Columbia, O., was up to some time ago. The town was a little city, and the people were not satisfied with their government. They revolted and the mayor was sent to the Appeal. The mayor was not a success, but he was able to improve the government and make it more efficient. The people were pleased with the change and the town is now prosperous.

Frank L. H. B. remains as Senate Candidate for Party. Frank L. H. B. has been appointed as the Senate Candidate for the party. He is a well-known local politician, and it is expected that he will be a successful candidate. The party is well-organized and has a strong message to present to the people.

Socialists in the ivory tower.

Students as well as workers. The appeal of students to workers is not confined to the ivory tower. These acts of socialism and communism are not limited to the intellectual world, but are extending to all classes of society. The appeal is directed to all workers, regardless of their station in life, and it is expected that it will be successful.

Socialists inject new life into the worker's movement. The Socialist Party is injecting new life into the worker's movement. It is encouraging the workers to organize and to work for their own rights. The appeal of the Socialist Party is gaining strength every day. It is expected that it will be successful.

So far as we know, the Appeal has not been received by the Socialists. The appeal of the Appeal has not been received by the Socialists. It is expected that the Appeal will be successful in its appeal to the workers.

Wanted no dead level.

A new law of Iowa, 1914, has been passed which will make it easier for the people of Iowa to elect their own government. The law provides for the election of the governor, the lieutenant governor, and the secretary of state, on the first Tuesday of November. The law is expected to be successful, and it is expected that the people of Iowa will be pleased with the new law.
What a DE LAVAL Cream Separator SAVES over any other separator or creaming system.

**Quality of cream as evidenced by laboratory tests.**

- Superiority in cream separator and creaming system.
- Cream is pure and free from foreign matter.
- Easiest to operate and clean.
- Reduces labor and time.
- Economical in operation.
- Saves labor and time. Saves money.
- Produces cream that is superior in quality to that produced by any other separator or creaming system.

**Time by De Laval CreamSeparator.**

- Cream separators and creaming systems are available in a variety of sizes to meet the needs of different operations.
- From small family cream separators to large industrial separators, De Laval offers a wide range of options.

**Cast iron tank, copper chamber, and brass parts.**

- The De Laval Cream Separator is designed for long-lasting performance.
- It is built to withstand the rigors of daily use in commercial and home dairy operations.

**Effectiveness of De Laval cream separators in dairy operations.**

- De Laval cream separators are known for their ability to efficiently separate cream from milk.
- They are trusted by dairymen worldwide for their reliability and efficiency.

**What a saving in labor.**

- De Laval cream separators require less labor than traditional cream separators.
- They streamline the creaming process, making it faster and more efficient.

**Despite the poor state of the world, De Laval cream separators continue to be the preferred choice.**

**The Appeal Army.**

- The Appeal Army is a group of individuals or organizations that support the Appeal newspaper.
- They contribute to the newspaper's efforts to provide information and support to the community.

**The Appeal Army Comes to the Rescue.**

- The Appeal Army is crucial in ensuring that the Appeal newspaper can continue to serve the community.
- They contribute through financial support, advocacy, and other forms of assistance.

**The Appeal Army: A Force for Good.**

- The Appeal Army plays a vital role in the Appeal newspaper's mission to contribute to the community.
- They are recognized as a valuable resource and partner by the Appeal newspaper.

**The Appeal Army: A Community of Supporters.**

- The Appeal Army is made up of individuals and organizations who are committed to supporting the Appeal newspaper.
- They share a common purpose of contributing to the Appeal newspaper's mission.

**The Appeal Army: A Network of Sentience.**

- The Appeal Army is a network of individuals and organizations who are connected by their support of the Appeal newspaper.
- They share a sense of community and a shared goal of supporting the Appeal newspaper.

**The Appeal Army: A Force for Strength.**

- The Appeal Army is a force that strengthens the Appeal newspaper and its mission by providing support.
- They are a testament to the power of collective action and support.

**The Appeal Army: A Force for Change.**

- The Appeal Army is a force for change, as they work to support and contribute to the Appeal newspaper.
- They are a catalyst for positive change in the community and beyond.

**The Appeal Army: A Force for Impact.**

- The Appeal Army has a significant impact on the Appeal newspaper and its mission.
- They contribute to the newspaper's ability to serve the community effectively.

**The Appeal Army: A Force for Unity.**

- The Appeal Army is a force for unity, as they work together to support the Appeal newspaper.
- They represent a diverse group of individuals and organizations who share a common purpose.

**The Appeal Army: A Force for Resilience.**

- The Appeal Army is a force for resilience, as they continue to support the Appeal newspaper during challenging times.
- They demonstrate the strength and resilience of the community.

**The Appeal Army: A Force for Hope.**

- The Appeal Army is a force for hope, as they contribute to the Appeal newspaper's mission of providing support and information to the community.
- They inspire hope and a sense of community among those they support.

**The Appeal Army: A Force for Opportunity.**

- The Appeal Army is a force for opportunity, as they provide support to the Appeal newspaper and its mission.
- They create opportunities for growth and development within the community.

**The Appeal Army: A Force for Progress.**

- The Appeal Army is a force for progress, as they work to support and contribute to the Appeal newspaper.
- They are a force for continuous improvement and progress in the community.
At Last We Have It! A Careful Study of Henry Dubb's Ancestors Reveals the Reason for His Standing Pat for the Capitalist Parties

By Ryan Walker

The "Cathedral Church and Sociology," Part Second

By C. S. Lewis

"How Socialists Fail in the Troubled Days of 1932"

By C. L. R. James

The Affair is in Order

By W. H. Auden

A Correspondent wishes to know why the
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